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the records. Even in small doses it has a depressing effect at on¢e 
upon adding and usually upon association; andinlarge doses, upon 
ah the processes. The contrast in the effect of alcoMol is greatest 
between simple reaction and reading, on the one hand, and 
reactions with discriminations and adding on the other. The other 
mental operations occupy an intermediate position, for some 
subJects showing acceleration, for others a depression. The two 
sharply contrasted classes contain the one, sensory and intellectual; 
the other, motor processes. The clue to the understanding of the 
results is the distinction between sensory and motor modes of 
reaction. Sensory and intellectual processes are depressed, but 
motor stimulated. The different result# in learning number series 
are to be e2rplained by the fact that it is a motor process for some 
and a sensory one for others. qdhe dynamometer record is of the 
latter type so only the rate and not the strength of movement i8 
accelerate. The effect of teais nearly thereverse. It stimulates 
the sensory and intellectual processes and depresses the motor 
slightly. The influence of ten grams of tea shows itself for about 
an hour. The effect of the other drugs diSers greatly from that of 
these twto in degree and duration, but otherwise the eSect of mor- 
phine (.01 grams) is like that of tea; and the effect of small doses 
of ether, amylnitrite, chloroform and paraldehyde is like that of 
alcohol. An increase of sensory or intellectual activity is always 
accompanied by a motor depression. The author suggests this may 
be due either to a selective chemical eSect of the Mrugs upon the 
parts of the nervous system connected with the sensory and motor 
functions, or it may be due to the removal of physiological inhi- 
bitions by the depression of the higher centres. The authorts inter- 
pretation of his results iB beautifully illustrated by the chart at the 
end of the volume. Since the curves do not stand for any special 
experiment, the choice of ordinates is of course somewhat arbitrary. 

BERGHTRO1K. 

Studies frorn the Yale Psychologqcal Laboratory. Edited by E. W. 
SaRiPTuRs, PE. D. Instructor in experimental psychology. 
Oct., 1893. 

These studies are the results of the flrst year's work in the Yale 
laboratory established and directed by Dr. Scripture. The work 
includes the following studies: 

1. Investigations in reaction-tin?e and attention, by a. B. Bliss, 
Ph. D. 2. On monocqzlar accommodation-time, by C. E. Seashore. 
3. On the relation of reaction-time to variations in intensity and 
pitch of the stimqzlus, by M. D. Slattery, M. D. 4. Expments on 
the musical sensxtiveness of school children, by J. A. Gilbert. 5. A 
new reaction-key and the time of volqtntary movement, by E. W. 
Scripture and John M. More. 6. DrawinS a straight line; a stqzdy 
in enspmental didactics, by E. W. Scrlpture and a. s. Lyman. 
7. Some new psychological apparatqts, by E. W. Scripture. 

The conclusions reached in the flrst part of the flrst study were @ 
1. No difference in reaction-time was found when the color of the 
light present in the field of vision was changed. 2. No diSerence 
was found in the times of reactions in the dark and those made while 
looking at a stationary incandescent light of sis candle-power. 3 
With the light in motion the reaction-time wa# lengthened. 4. No 
difference was detected hetween the times of reactions in silence 
and those made while listening to the steady sound of a tuning-fork 
making 2B0 vibrations per second. B. When the intermittent sound 
of a metronome was substituted for the fork the time for reactions 
waB lengthened. 6. The reaction to a sound heard in both e=s is 
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shorter than when the sound i# heard only in one earX even after 
making allowance for the difference in intensity. 

The second part took up intro#pective observatioIl on reactions 
The result# obtained here were: 1. Reaction-time is constantly 
alfected by irregular disturbance, a large ?art of which may be 
detected by introspection. 2. Introspection 18 not to be trusted in 
estimating re#ults. 3. E2C:ercise shortens reaction-time. 4. Re- 
actions to the wrong signal, reactions before the signal is heard, 
and the refles nature of reactions are not sufGlcient criteria to 
distinpsh muscular from 8en#0rial reactiona 5* There are, at 
lea#tt sis distinct kind# of voluntary attention: ideational atten- 
tion, Ileural attention, feeling attentlon muscular attention pre- 
paratory attention and inattention. 6. lthe involuntary attention is 
constaIltly changing. 

In this second part beside# noting #ome misquotations wholly 
ine;2rcu#able, the reader comes to the general feeling that the 
results of introspection and e;2rperimentation are unscientiflcally 
blended. One, wonders too at such a statement as the following: 
"A sisth state of the aBtention, one which requires a# much effort 
of a certain kind as any, i# that of inattention." By this is meant 
a voluntary turning away of the attention from one thing to another. 
Or as in thi# case, voluntary mu#cular rela:sation. 

lir. Seashore found that: 1. Within certain limits the accom- 
modatioll-time varie# with the distance between the points for 
which the eye is to be accommodated. 2. It takes longer to change 
the accommodation from near to far than from far to near, and 
this difference in time varies directly with the length of the accom- 
modation-time. 3. For equal distances in the #ame range the 
accommodation-time is greatest for points near the eye alld 
deereases with the distance of the points from the eye. 

Experiment# with electrical stimulus applied to the skin show 
that the reaction-time decreases with the increase of the #timulus. 

Dr. Slattery came to the following conclusions for reactions tok 
tones: 1. The law that the reaction-time decreases with increas- 
ing #timulus does not hold for hearing? and the reaction-time# for 
tones of moderate intensity are about the same. 2. 5dhe longer 
time registered by #ome for very weak tones is probably caused by 
hesitations as to the actual hearing of the stimulus. 3. The re- 
action-time to tone# decreases as the pitch rises 4. The view 
held by Esner, Von Krie# and Auerbach and rejected by Maxtins, 
namely, that about ten vibrations are necessary to the perception 
of a tone, no matter what its pitch i8 sufficient to explain the diSer- 
ence# in the reaction-time# for dif Eerent tones. 

The most suggestive and interesting of these studie# is the 
one by Mi. GSilbert, to determine the sensitiveness of children to 
ahanges in the pitch of the tone a-436 of international pitch. 
For thi# purpose a clever instrument was devised from a pitch-pipe 
whose reed was fitted with a sliding clamp. Five boys and flve 
girls were tested for each age from #iX to si2rteen and five girlB for 
each of eighteen and nineteen. From these te#ts Mr. Gilbert came 
to the aonclusion that "the least sensitiveness occur# with chil- 
dren of sis year#, where the average least perceptible diiTerence i# 
3 of atone, and that as age increase# the #ensifivenessincrea#es 
although marked irregularities in this general increase was noticea 
at ten and fifteen years. The decrease in sensitiveness at these 
periods the author think# is probably due, the former to #econd 
teething and the latter to l)uberty." 

l)r. fficripture and Mr. Lyman found that in "ten boys of the 
average age of thirteenyears of the upper gramtnar grade" for 
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drawing a straight line between two dots 100 mm. apart "the 
facing position i8 more favorable for horizontal and verticai line# 
than lt is for inclined lines. The right side po#ition is also more 
favorable for horizontal and vertical lines than for line# at 46°. 
Holding the pencil far from the point is in general the most accu- 
rate method; near the point is as accurate as the middle grip." 

To understand the apparatus described in the other gticles 
the reader is referred to the original, where they are illustrated and 
adequately described. 

F. B. D. 

L'audttion Coloree et le8 PhUnomenes S^n^^kbzzes. (:ommuxiications 
de MM. FRANCIS GALTON et EDOUARD GIBUBER. 

The re#ults of the investigations set forth in this aper were read 
at the Congre## of EsBerimental Psycholgy at Lonton, 1892. After 
giving a table of the ' chromati#m# and photi#ms of the #enses," 
the re#ult# of inve#tigations concerning colored audition# is talren 
more at length, and e#pecially that of the #peaking voice. The 
#ubject experimented on heard a a# pure white; e, yellow ^, blue 
o very black; z4 (ou) black; a, brown, and , gray, approaching 
biack. The #ame thing occurred for the con#onant#, e2rcept at the 
moment of hearing, the #ubject perceived two colors; one, the 
color of the consonant, and the other, a #light ray corresponding 
to the vowel u#ed in #peaking the name of the con#onant. For 
e2cample f (eg ), i# accompanied with the perception of a reddish- 
brown and a #light orange tint on the front side. Thi# orange tint, 
the author think# iB due to the influence on the usual color (yellow) 
of e, of the reddi#h-brown of the letterf. This leads to the aXmpt 
to separate the vowel #ounds from the con#onants. The facts stated 
in thi# paper are very intere#ting, but perhaps not as important as 
the author thinks when he say#: "These facts are of very great 
importan¢e; they touch almo#t all the great problems of contem- 
poraneou# p#ychology. Moreover, they show a new path for cross- 
mg the fleld of the spiritually unknown, and Fve us a superior 
means of analy#i#." F. B. D. 

lHe bsste Beziehung zuxechen Vorstellungen als kmstitutrves 
Bewtbastseinselement. Ein Beitrag zur P#ychologie der Denlrer- 
scheinungen. Von DR. E. SCHRADER. Leipzig, Vwerlag von 
Duncker und Humblot, 1893, pp. sii., 84. 

This pamphlet is the flrst of a proposed series of worlz upon 
judgment; more accurately, upon the place of the conslderation of 
judgment in psychology and logic. I propose to devote some space 
to its criticism, since the author is Inaking a serious aXmpt to 
answer a real and difflcult question. 

I may say at once that I do not regard the word " judgment " 8"8 
a psychological, but only a# a loglcal term. Tbe psychological 
correlate of a judgment is an association or an apperceptive com- 
bination. I should, therefore, demur to the phrase " psychology of 
udgment " upon methodological grounds. 1Nhe writer renounces it 

ln favor of " psychology of con#cious relation," for the reason that 
this is the more comprehen#ive e2rpression including judgment# 
which are and Judgments which are not formulated m language 
But the confu#ion remaine: a " relation " in p#ychology is just an 
association; relating is the logical way of marlring a#soeiability (cf. 
prefa¢e p. n. ) .-A second point touched on in the preface is the rela- 
tion of he a#sociation-psychology to psychology in general. While 
Dr. 03ahrader rightly refuseswlth decisionto equate the two, he still 
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